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By Adriana Musso
From the story of Adam and Eve to Snow White and the tale of “Paris and 
the Apple” in Greek mythology—apples have for centuries symbolized a 
temptation difficult to resist. Whether it’s their attractive red color, their 
fresh taste, crunchy flesh, or just their diverse benefits, there is always a 
reason to bite into a tasty apple. 
Apples have been recognized for centuries as a healthy and delicious fruit; 
but can you really distinguish between a Golden Delicious, a Topaz, or a 
Boskoop apple? Do you know which apple is best to use when cooking or 
which one you can store for a few months without losing taste? And did you 
know that, if you like adventure, you can enjoy apple-picking just a few ki-
lometers from Basel? 
Apples are indeed the oldest cultivated fruit in the world. Although they 
originated in the mountain valleys of Southeast Asia, the first traces of 
apple trees in Switzerland date from around 5,000 years ago. However, all 
those tasty apples we see in the supermarket nowadays are derived most-
ly from a small, hard, and inedible wild apple variety that barely still exists 
today. Currently, over 100,000 different apple varieties can be found world-
wide, varying from continent to continent and from one region to the next. 

SWITZERLAND FRANCE

Family Grob
Froburgstrasse 55, 4652 Winznau
Phone: 079-358-0439
www.früchte-selberpflücken.ch

La Pommeraie
Route CD10, 68240 Kaysersberg
Phone: +33-389-78-2566
www.la-pommeraie.com 

Lüscherhof
Simon & Nicole Lüscher 
Lüscherhof, 5037 Muhen
Phone: 062-723-4423 
www.suessmost.com 

Cueillette du Paradisvogel 
Route D166, 68520 Burnhaupt- 
le-Bas
Phone: +33-389-48-9614
www.cueilletteparadisvogel.fr 

Juckerfarm Adventure Farm
Dorfstrasse 23, 8607 Seegräben
Phone:044-934-3484
www.juckerfarm.ch

Tannenhof
Reto & Veronika Ciprian 
Rankstrasse 90, 8302 Kloten
Phone: 078-760-0228 
www.bio-tannenhof.ch 

Selbstpflückparadies
Ueli & Beatrice Widmer 
Steingasse 12, 3429 Höchstetten 
Phone: 079-817-6200 
www.selbstpflückparadies.ch 

Out of these, a maximum of 70  varieties have economic significance in 
 Europe. From this wide selection, the Gala has been the preferred kind for 
years, followed closely by the Golden Delicious, Jonagold, and Braeburn. 
Some “Club” varieties, which are the new species bred by a limited number 
of producers (the “Club”), are sold under their own brand names and have 
received more attention in recent years. Refer to the table on the right to 
learn about the wide array of apple varieties available and their use. 
In Switzerland, the apple is the most-consumed fruit. On average, every 
person in Switzerland consumes about 16  kg of apples per year, which 
equates to roughly 100 apples. Apples are extremely versatile—whether as 
compote, purée, cooked as a filling in hearty dishes, or baked in sweet 
deserts, the fruit can be consumed in numerous ways. Another major 
 reason for the high apple consumption is their wide range of health bene-
fits. Apples are extremely rich in important antioxidants, flavonoids, and 
dietary fiber. The phytonutrients and antioxidants in apples may help 
 reduce the risk of developing cancer, hypertension, diabetes, and heart 
disease. So why not succumb to the temptation and pick your own fresh 
apples? There are a few apple farms close to Basel where one can enjoy a 
morning or afternoon of apple picking, surely a great adventure and 
 challenge for the children to try and pick the biggest or the juiciest one! 
For those who want to enjoy the beautiful scenery and delightful fragrance of 
apple trees in blossom, there are fantastic apple walks in Altnau (canton Thur-
gau), with three different enchanting paths. Along the way, 24 boards provide 
interesting information about the local fruit-growing production, as well as the 
village and its environment. So, whether you travel the paths by foot or partly 
by bike, you will most certainly enjoy the great views on this approximately 
two-hour walk. More information can be found at www.apfelweg.ch.
One way or another, apples are always a good temptation and they reward 
us with plenty of benefits. After all, Snow White would never have received 
the awakening kiss from the enchanting prince had she not given in to 
temptation and bitten that delicious apple! 

Apples, 
Anyone?

Germany

Obsthof Drechsle
Alexander und Katja Drechsle
Feldbergstrasse 22, 79639 
Grenzach-Wyhlen
www.frischvombaum.de 
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APPLE VARIETY DESCRIPTION HARVEST CHARACTERISTICS

Boskoop The Boskoop was discovered in 1856 in the Netherlands. It is known as a typical 
cooking apple because of its high sugar and acid contents and rough skin, although 
lovers of strong taste also eat Boskoop fresh. The fruit disintegrates while cooking.

September to 
May

Firm; tart

Braeburn Discovered in 1950 in New Zealand, it is one of the most vitamin C-rich varieties. 
Braeburn has a long growing season and ripens in Switzerland only in mild locations. It 
is very good for cooking—ideal for compote, baking, and especially for applesauce.

October to
June

Firm; sweet and tart

Canada  
Reinette

This variety was already described in 1771 in a French book about apple varieties. 
Canada Reinette is a very good household and cooking apple; it can be stored for sever-
al month, but gets mealy over time.

October to May Medium firmness; 
juicy; tart with 
pleasant aroma

Cox Orange This strain was bred by an Englishman named R. Cox in 1825 and is popular because of 
its spicy taste and the handy fruit size.

September to 
February

Firm; juicy; sweet and 
tart with spicy aroma

Diwa®

(Milwa variety)
Diwa® is a cross between (Idared x Maigold) x Elstar and was developed at the research 
institute Agroscope Changins-Wädenswil (ACW). It is suitable for cooking and baking.

October to June Firm; juicy; tart with a 
fruity aroma

Elstar The Elstar was bred in 1955 in the Netherlands. Because of its pronounced aroma, it is 
usually eaten fresh but is also suitable for cooking and baking.

September to 
March

Firm; tart and 
flavorful

Gala This variety, bred in New Zealand in 1934, contains a lot of sugar and low acidity 
compared with other varieties. The extremely sweet, handy apple is popular with 
children.

August to June Very firm; relatively 
sweet

Galmac The Galmac is a Swiss variety, which was created in 1986 at the ACW by crossing 
Jerseymac and Gala varieties. It can be kept in cold storage for four to six weeks. The 
apple tastes best fresh but can also be used in the kitchen.

July to August Medium firmness; 
refreshingly sweet-
tart and slightly 
perfumed

Glockenapfel The “bell apple” is a very old variety that originated from a random seedling in the 
Niederelbe region of Germany. It is suitable for fresh consumption as well as for 
processing in the kitchen and can be stored for several months.

Mid-October Firm and crisp; tart 
and subtly spiced

Golden Delicious The Golden Delicious was accidentally discovered in the United States in 1890 and has 
become the most popular apple variety grown in Europe. Producers of baby food prefer 
it because of its low acidity and mild taste.  
In the kitchen, the apple can be used for all purposes.

September to 
August

Firm; relatively sweet

Gravenstein This ancient apple variety was discovered in 1669 in Denmark. Its flesh is excellent 
both fresh and processed.

August to 
October

Firm; juicy; sweet and 
tart

Jazz®

(variety Scifresh)
The strain was bred in New Zealand and is a cross between Braeburn and Royal Gala. It 
is mainly suitable for fresh consumption, but also for cooking and baking.

October to June Firm; juicy; sweet and 
tart

Jonagold Jonagold was bred in the United States in 1935. It conquered the European market in 
the 1970s and is very popular with children for its sweetness. It is primarily consumed 
fresh, but browns very quickly when cut. It is also good for cooking and baking.

September to 
August

Medium firmness; 
relatively sweet

Kidd’s Orange Created in 1924 from a cross between Red Delicious and Cox Orange in New Zealand, 
Kidd’s Orange is an apple with a lot of sugar and moderate acidity. It is primarily 
consumed fresh but is also used for pastry and cakes.

September to 
January

Medium firmness; 
juicy; rather sour with 
strong aroma

Kiku®

(variety Fuji)
In 1990, a South Tyrolean fruit grower discovered a Fuji apple branch on a trip to Japan, 
from which comes today’s Kiku apple. This variety is suitable for fresh consumption as 
well as for baking and cooking.

January to May Medium firmness; 
juicy; sweet and fresh

Maigold Maigold is the result of a successful breeding by the ACW in 1964. The fruit is sweet 
and tart with a typically perfumed aroma. It preserves well when stored and is popular 
for desserts.

October to 
August

Medium firmness; 
sweet and tart with 
refined aroma

Mairac® (variety 
La Flamboyante)

This Swiss breed from the ACW was created in 1986 from the crossing of Gala and 
Maigold. It is suitable mainly for fresh consumption, but also for cooking and can be 
cold-stored for several months.

Mid-September Firm; crisp; juicy; 
sweet and tart

Pink Lady® 
(variety Cripps 
Pink)

Pink Lady® is a so-called trademarked Club type. It was created in 1973 in Western 
Australia by a random crossing of Lady Williams and Golden Delicious. It is mainly 
consumed fresh  but can also be used for baking and cooking and can be stored for 
several months.

Mid-November Firm; juicy; sweet

Prime Rouge This variety, which originated in Japan in 1970, is a cross between Jonathan and 
 Worcester Pearmain. It is suitable especially for eating fresh but also for cooking and 
baking.

August to 
September

Medium firmness; 
sweet with a fine 
aroma

Rubinette Discovered in 1966 by Walter Hauenstein at a Swiss tree nursery, it only first appeared 
on the market in 1982. It almost always garners first place in taste tests. Its intensely 
fruity aroma, fruit size, sugar, and acidity predestine the variety for fresh consumption. 
It is also commonly used well in the kitchen.

September to 
January

Firm; tart

Summerred The cross between McIntosh Red and Golden Delicious from Summerland Experimen-
tal Station in British Columbia was issued in 1964. It is refreshingly acidic and has a 
good, harmonious taste, which is why is it used mainly for fresh consumption.

August to 
October

Medium firmness; tart

Topaz This scab resistant Czech variety was brought to the market only in 1993. Topaz 
contains a lot of vitamin C and is suitable for all types of preparation.

September to 
March

Juicy; sweet and 
aromatic
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